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Better Together, a local parent support and advocacy group and Kelberman,
a local parent support and advocacy group and Kelberman, a leading
provider in Autism supports and services in central New York are teaming up
to provide this full day, two-part event to the community.

FREE Autism Awareness
Listening/Learning Event & Training

APRIL 26 | 10am - 2:30pm
Redeemer Church 931 Herkimer Rd. Utica, NY 13502

You are invited to participate in two short interviews for research. We want to
understand Latinx families’ experience with inclusive special education in
public school among parents of children with disabilities. This study is
conducted by the University of Illinois at Chicago (PI: Dr. Sunyoung Kim,
Special Education). You will be asked to share your experience related to
inclusion through a one-hour interview and a 20-minute follow-up interview
on Zoom. All interviews will be recorded.

Latinx Caregivers’ Experiences with
their Preschoolers/Kindergarteners’
Special Education Inclusion

Better Together | Kelberman

University of Illinois at Chicago
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APRILResearch Project: Socialization To Enhance
Participation and Support Sexuality (STEPS2)

The conference, held at Quad Preparatory School in Manhattan, focuses on 2e
(twice exceptional) students, who excel in a particular area while also
requiring extra support due to differences like ADHD, ASD, anxiety, or dyslexia. It
features speakers and panels on neurodiversity's role in schools, parenting,
strategies, and community integration. Last year's event was enlightening,
and being part of the growing awareness for our exceptional kids and families
was rewarding. Highly recommended!

Breakthroughs in Twice-Exceptional
Futures | Annual Conference

MARCH 21
The Cooper Union | 41 Cooper Square Building, New York, NY 10003

Quad Prepatory School

Did you receive this email from a colleague or friend? Sign up using the button below to
receive future CYSHCN Clips newsletters sent directly to your inbox!

Stay Connected

The CUNY School of Public Health is doing a research study for adolescents
and young adults 16-27 years old with intellectual and developmental
disabilities (IDD) about socialization and sexuality. If the young person
consents to be in the study, you will: 

Be interviewed about your health
Participate in six online health education classes
Complete 3 more interviews within a year 

Participants will receive
Free health education classes
Get four $25 gift cards (totaling $100)

Research Project: Socialization To
Enhance Participation and Support
Sexuality (STEPS2)
CUNY SPH
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